What’s in Store 2014 Reports On State of the Industry
Digital platforms and personalized promotions are encouraging the “de-averaging” trend.

What’s in Store 2014, the latest edition of the annual trends publication of the International Dairy-DeliBakery Association (IDDBA), is an essential dairy-deli-bakery-cheese resource providing vital data on the
growth, trends, and category changes shaping the food industry. What’s in Store 2014 is composed of six
comprehensive chapters: State of the Industry, Consumer Lifestyles, Bakery, Cheese, Dairy and Deli.
What’s In Store Highlights
Digital platforms will be used more to market and build relationships with shoppers, according to What’s in
Store 2014.
Personalization of promotions and offers will grow into a trend of “de-averaging,” or moving away from
the trend of stocking shelves for the “average” customer, according to Jon Hauptman, Willard Bishop. Deaveraging has the potential to improve efficiency of business models by catering stores and inventories to serve
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consumers engage in showrooming when buying groceries. Retailers can add value to their store in this new
era of pricing transparency ensuring they’re charging fair prices for packaged goods, as well as raising the bar
for in-store service, and providing store brands that allow for customer savings.
Keith Anderson, vice president and senior analyst, RetailNet Group, said retailers are implementing social
media to extend the capabilities of their brick-and-mortar businesses. Social media, though not likely a portal
to purchase food online, is helping shoppers gain access to apps to compile shopping lists and plan meals.
Marketing and promotions are available in the same format, Anderson said. The mobile and digital food
shopping experience is connecting shoppers with information that adds to transparency as many shoppers,
particularly younger ones, want more information on where food originates and nutritional content.
Promotions that traditionally communicated to consumers through inserts, as well as coupons, are moving to a
digital format, which allows for personalization and ad targeting, Anderson said.
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